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Abstract. The software industry is in continuous evolution, forcing developers
to quickly adapt to new requirements to catch up with the latest trends. A clear
example is the huge demand for web-based APIs to connect all kinds of ser-
vices among them. Like any other piece of software, a Web API is continuously
changing, and with each change, all client applications must evolve. This adap-
tation process is critical and essential for software developers. In this paper,
we present an exploratory evaluation of the most common changes occurring
during the evolution of REST APIs. We define a taxonomy of structural API
changes, which we classify according to their impact on client-side software;
and propose a repository mining process to identify these changes in real Web
APIs. We apply this process to a large set of Azure APIs from APISGURU, a
well-known Open Source API repository. Based on the analyzed dataset from
APISGURU, we found that breaking changes tend to decrease when a new ver-
sion of an API from this dataset is released. Other useful findings and insights
are discussed throughout the article.

1. Introduction

The digital transformation has created a world where services and data are accessed
through the Internet; and therefore service providers make their data available through
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). APIs can be classified as libraries or remote
APIs considering the place where they are hosted. The former runs in the same environ-
ment as the client software, whereas the latter is hosted in a different environment and
reached by the client application using remote access protocols. When the protocol is
HTTP, the APIs are called Web APIs. This work targets the evolution of REST Web APIs
which are the most common type of Web API used today [Halili and Ramadani 2018]. It
is worth mentioning that REST (REpresentational State Transfer) is an architectural style
that guides the design and development of Web APIs.

Like any other piece of software, service providers need to evolve their APIs,
which frequently implies the introduction of changes in the released API versions. As a
result, developers need to adapt (co-evolve) their software to support the new API version,
which requires full knowledge of API changes and their impact. [Li et al. 2013] note that
updating Web API clients is a more critical task than updating library clients because



the former generally can not keep using the old API version (as it may not be available
anymore).

Change detection between REST API versions is generally addressed by manual
reviewing the API documentation and perusing the API controllers used on a client appli-
cation to find the occurrences of evolving methods [Koçi et al. 2019, Wang et al. 2014].
However, these approaches are time-consuming and dependent on the API’s implemen-
tation. This situation has motivated us to mine a public REST API repository to expand
the body of knowledge about Web API evolution. By knowing better how the API evo-
lution happens in practice, developers could be adequately prepared for it, both in terms
of determining what types of changes they should be prepared for and in terms of how
impactful those changes risk to be for the client applications consuming the APIs.

We mined a large set of APIs by Azure available at APISGURU1, a well-known
API repository, to better understand the most common changes occurring in the evolu-
tion of REST APIs. Each change was classified either as a breaking or non-breaking
change. A breaking (BR) change means there is an impact on the API client applica-
tions that damages their functionality. In turn, a non-breaking (NON-BR) change pre-
serves the compatibility with previous API versions, and thus, the client code will keep
running [Dig and Johnson 2006]. Understanding the frequency and type of changes is
therefore key to prioritize and plan any API evolution process. The importance of this
problem appeared often in our discussions with practitioners working in the development
and maintenance of APIs.

Besides this characterization of API changes, this paper also contributes: (i) a tax-
onomy of possible REST API changes classified by their impact on client software; (ii)
a tool to identify API changes and (iii) a mining process to (semi) automate the extrac-
tion and analysis of APIs in an API repository. We use OPENAPI, a standard to describe
REST APIs in a language-agnostic way, to analyze and compare REST APIs. Thus, our
approach does not require any access to API source code and therefore is independent of
the programming language the API is implemented with. Note that there are ways to gen-
erate the OpenAPI specification out of API implementation if needed [Cao et al. 2017].

The article is organized as follows. Sections 2, 3 and 4 present the research ques-
tions, method and results, respectively. Sections 5 and 6 present the validation and the
threats to validity. Section 7 reports the related work, while Section 8 ends the paper and
presents the future work.

2. Research Questions
This section states the three research questions to guide our understanding of REST APIs
evolution:

RQ1 How frequent are breaking changes in API evolution?
RQ2 What are the most frequent types of changes introduced in API evolution?
RQ3 Is it possible to get insights on the stability of an API by reviewing its evolution

process?

These questions can be responded at two different levels of granularity: repository
level and API level. Repository level refers to when the analysis is based on all the APIs of

1https://apis.guru/



the dataset (general), on the other hand, API level refers to when the analysis is based on
certain APIs (particular). We answer RQ1 and RQ2 at repository level to provide overall
information on the evolution of the analyzed APIs. Researchers could take advantage of
the findings to develop techniques and tools to ease the adaptation of client programs to
frequent changes. On the other hand, R3 will be addressed at API level to compare the
stability of APIs and get insights about its quality (i.e., the fewer changes, the more stable
the API, meaning the less potential impact on client software).

We reached these questions and the granularity level based on our own experience
and the opinion of a group of senior software developers with whom we had informal
meetings during this research.

3. Research method
The research method we developed to answer our research questions covers the following
steps: (1) definition of a taxonomy of API changes, (2) development of a tool to mine
changes in evolving APIs, (3) execution of the mining process. The subsequent sections
describe each step in detail.

3.1. Taxonomy of API changes

To build our taxonomy of API changes, we followed a process composed of three phases:
(1) kick-start the taxonomy by analyzing existing proposals; (2) manual review of existing
Web APIs to identify new change types; and (3) taxonomy consolidation.

Our taxonomy is inspired by the proposal made by [Li et al. 2013], which we
extended with the following types of changes: i) add path; ii) change parameter lower
bound; iii) relocate parameter; and iv) change default parameter value. We identified
these new categories after manual reviewing twenty OPENAPI specifications available on
the APISGURU repository. To ensure high representativity, each reviewed API satisfies
three criteria: it has at least two versions, it includes at least ten endpoints, and it has had
commits recently. We removed the XML Tag type change because we focus on REST
APIs which do not use XML [Halili and Ramadani 2018]. Table 1 lists the APIs changes
of the taxonomy (see first column). We use the severity column to distinguish between
breaking (BR) and non-breaking (NON-BR) changes.

We compared our taxonomy with the ones proposed by [Li et al. 2013],
[Wang et al. 2014], [Sohan et al. 2015]. Table 1 shows the results of such comparison
(see last four columns). For each API change, the row indicates whether they are in-
cluded or not in each proposal. As can be seen, our taxonomy covers most of the changes
proposed by the aforementioned authors and includes additional ones. It is worth noting
that our taxonomy does not cover API changes related to authentication and authorization,
as those changes are not identifiable using static analysis and also because the OPENAPI
v2.0 lacks elements to represent with accuracy the different types of API authorization.

3.2. API Changes Detection Tool

In this section we present the elements of the tool developed to detect API changes, called
API Detection Tool (ADT). We first describe the Diff Changes Metamodel, that serves to
represent our changes taxonomy and is instantiated by the tool; and then present the ADT
tool architecture.We use the Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) approach to create and



CHANGE NAME SEVERITY OURS [Li et al. 2013] [Wang et al. 2014] [Sohan et al. 2015]

Change parameter Type BR Y Y Y N

Rename parameter NON-BR Y Y Y Y

Increase number of parameters BR Y N Y Y

Decrease number of parameters BR Y Y Y Y

Change return type BR Y Y Y Y

Delete path BR Y Y Y Y

Change parameter schema type BR Y Y Y N

Unsupported request method BR Y Y N N

Change default parameter value NON-BR Y N N N

Change parameter upper bound NON-BR Y Y Y N

Change parameter lower bound NON-BR Y N Y N

Change return type schema BR Y Y Y N

Relocate parameter BR Y N N N

Change consumed type BR Y Y N N

Remove restricted access NON-BR Y N N Y

Add restricted access NON-BR Y Y N Y

Change produced type BR Y Y Y N

Rename method BR Y Y Y Y

Combine methods BR Y Y N N

Split method BR Y Y N N

Add path NON-BR Y N Y Y

Change auth model BR N N Y Y

Change required parameter type BR Y N Y N

Add status code NON-BR Y N N N

Remove status code BR Y N N N

Table 1. Taxonomies comparison.

develop the tool. MDE is a Software development approach which focuses on models,
as opposed to source code. Models are built representing different views on a Software
system. The main goal is to raise the level of abstraction, and to develop and evolve
complex Software systems by manipulating models.

3.2.1. Diff Changes Metamodel

We have designed a metamodel to represent the API changes based on our taxonomy
and the metamodel proposed by [Polák and Holubová 2015]. The root concept of our
metamodel is Diff, which is composed of a set of changes. A change can be Simple or
Complex. A simple change refers to an individual element of a given API undergoing
a unique change, either a Deletion, an Addition, or a Modification. Depending on the
type of change, a simple change may have references to API elements presented in the
former and latter compared versions. A Complex change is a set of simple changes that
affect multiple API elements. Finally, we represent the changes shown in Table 1 as
specializations of the concepts Simple and Complex.

3.2.2. ADT Architecture

ADT aims to identify changes introduced in a given REST API by comparing
two of their versions. The discovery process is performed by a transformation



chain which takes as input two OPENAPI models corresponding to different ver-
sions of the same API. These models conform to the already existing OpenAPI meta-
model [SOM RESEARCH LAB 2018] and are later processed by a comparator that exe-
cutes EMFCOMPARE and gets a comparison model. This comparison model has generic
differences (i.e., ADD, DELETE, CHANGE and MOVE), which are processed and trans-
formed to obtain a model conforming to the Diff changes metamodel presented before.

3.3. Mining process

We performed a mining process by applying ADT to a large set of OPENAPI definitions
by Azure from APISGURU. We selected those APIs having multiple versions and whose
definitions conform to OPENAPI v2.0. In the following, we report the main challenges
found during the mining process.

OPENAPI models representing OPENAPI definitions were ordered in pairs in-
cluding the consecutive versions of the API. For example, if an API has three versions,
the resulting pairs would be (v1, v2) and (v2, v3). Then, we called ADT for each pair
of versions to be compared. We processed the versions in the aforementioned order to
ensure the comparisons follow the API evolution path so that the results show the state of
the API on each evolutionary step. Finally, we studied the results and generated a set of
charts to address our research questions.

4. Results

We have designed a set of visualizations that aims at answering the research questions
stated in Section 2 from two different perspectives: i) repository level (overall evolution of
analyzed APIs); ii) API level (evolution of selected APIs). Section 5 presents the findings
of a survey on the usefulness of the contributed visualizations. Our process mined 225
different APIs, including 1568 different versions, in other words, 784 pairs of versions.
Each API reviewed had, on average, 6.97 versions and also on average, 1.72 breaking
changes per comparison in each pair of versions. In the following, we take advantage of
the visualizations provided to answer the research questions for this dataset. For the sake
of space we present the results of RQ1 and RQ2 at repository level, but the same graphics
can be generated for a particular API specified by the user. In the section associated to
RQ3 we present results at repository and API level because the charts are different at each
granularity.

4.1. RQ1: How frequent are breaking changes in API evolution?

An API is considered affected when there is at least one change (breaking or non-
breaking). Based on this, the number of affected APIs with respect to the total is: 157 out
of 225 studied. That is, 69.78% were affected APIs.



Figure 1. Distribution of APIs by type of change

Figure 1 shows the distribution of APIs by type of change. 11 APIs were affected
only by breaking changes, 84 APIs were affected only by non-breaking changes, of these
two sets, the intersection was 62 APIs, i.e., APIs affected by both breaking and non-
breaking changes. Finally, 68 APIs of the dataset were not affected by any change.

Additionally, we decided to analyze the percentage of pairs of versions that
include a breaking change. Based on this, we found that of the 784 pairs of versions
analyzed, 102 pairs of versions include at least one breaking change. That is, 13.01% of
the pairs of versions have a breaking change in the studied dataset.

Finally, we performed an analysis by API looking at the percentage of endpoints2

that changed versus those that did not. In general, for all the APIs in the dataset under
study, the following distribution was found:

Figure 2. Average % of endpoints that change vs. those that do not)

As can be seen in figure 2, most endpoints of the APIs under study do not tend to
change.

2An endpoint is a point at which an API connects with a client program



4.2. RQ2: What are the most frequent types of changes introduced in API
evolution?

We obtained the following distribution from the dataset of the most popular breaking and
non-breaking changes, represented in the figures 3 and 4:

Figure 3. Most popular breaking changes per API

Figure 4. Most popular non-breaking changes per API

• Breaking change most repeated: Increase Number of Parameters with 658 oc-
currences

• Non-breaking change most repeated: Rename Parameter with 1473 occur-
rences

As can be seen, both changes are very common and are therefore the most fre-
quently repeated. On one hand, the Increase Number of Parameters change occurs when
the definition of a method is changed by adding more parameters. On the other hand, the
Rename Parameter change occurs when the name of a parameter is changed.



4.3. RQ3: Is it possible to get insights on the stability of an API by reviewing its
evolution process?

To address this research question, we decided to conduct analyses at both repository and
API levels.

4.3.1. Repository level

Firstly, to visualize the trend regarding the average age of APIs, measured in the number
of versions, figure 5 shows the number of pairs of versions on the x-axis (1-21) and the
number of APIs that have n pairs of versions on the y-axis . For example, there are 133
APIs that have two pairs of versions, i.e., 4 versions in the dataset.

Figure 5. Number of APIs per pair of versions

Based on Figure 5, we can see that the vast majority of APIs have 1 to 4 version
pairs in this dataset. Therefore, their average age is around this range.

Secondly, we conducted an analysis of the 225 APIs to find out what was the av-
erage disappearance time of breaking changes, measured in versions. To determine that
breaking changes are disappearing (decreasing) in APIs, we compared the number of
breaking changes found in a given pair of version with that of its immediately previous
pair. Based on this, we found that only APIs that have two pairs of versions decrease the
breaking changes without increasing them again. Therefore, the average disappearance
time for this dataset is two pairs of versions (4 versions) To clarify, table 2 exemplifies
the above with two concrete APIs: apimcaches and apimdeployment.

API PV1 PV2 PV3

apimcaches 10 5 7

apimdeployment 5 2 0

Table 2. Descending breaking changes in APIs’ pairs of versions

As shown in table 2, apimcaches has 10 breaking changes in its first pair of ver-
sions, in its next pair of versions it decreases to 5 breaking changes but finally in its



third pair of versions it increases again its breaking changes (7), therefore, this API is
not considered to completely decrease its breaking changes since in some pair of ver-
sions it increased again its number of breaking changes or it never decreased them. On
the other hand, apimdeployment decreases its breaking changes without increasing them
again, therefore, this API is considered to have totally decreased its breaking changes.

In addition, we performed an analysis of the evolution of breaking changes for
each number of API pairs of versions in the dataset. To this end, we obtained the pairs
of versions of each API in the dataset and found that there are APIs that have only one
pair of versions up to APIs that have 21 pairs of versions. In addition, we calculated the
number of breaking changes for each pair of version. Then, we summed the breaking
changes observed in the first pairs of version (i.e., version 1 and 2) of all APIs. We did the
same for the second pairs (i.e., version 2 and 3), third pairs and so on. It is worth noting
that the number of pairs of versions is variable among the studied APIs. From these
aggregated values, we created a Scatter graph that shows the behavior of the breaking
changes (y-axis) through the different pairs of versions (x-axis).

Figure 6 shows the pairs of versions on the X-axis and the number of breaking
changes per pair of versions on the Y-axis.

Figure 6. Scatter of pairs of versions and breaking changes

The scatter line shows a decreasing trend in most of the pairs of versions, this
indicates that last versions have less BR changes than older ones. An assumption to
explain this behaviour is the effort from the developers of this particular dataset to
decrease the number of breaking changes over time by fixing the problems that affect the
applications that consume the API, in order to guarantee the evolutionary improvement
in each of the versions released. When performing the same analyses on other datasets
outliers may be present since the decrease of breaking changes in new API versions
depends on the API developers.

4.3.2. API level

Below is a chart that allows you to see the comparison between two specific
APIs (azure.com:apimanagement-apimapis-network versus azure.com:apimanagement-
apimsubscriptions-blue),



where both have two pairs of equal versions: 2018-06-01-preview-2019-01-01-01 and
2019-01-01-01-2019-12-01-01-
preview. Figure 7 shows the behavior of decreasing breaking changes in the first API
(apimapis) and an increase of breaking changes in the second one (apimsubscriptions):

Figure 7. Comparison of breaking changes between two APIs.

Based on the three previous analyses, it is possible to obtain insights about the
stability of an API. The first analysis helps one review the average number of endpoints
changing in an API. The second analysis showed that for this dataset the breaking changes
tend to decrease when a new version of an API is released. Finally, the last analysis shed
light on the increase/decrease of the number of breaking changes in the different API
version pairs.

5. Usefulness of the results

To validate whether the analysis presented so far was perceived as useful by practitioners,
we prepared a survey to see how the previous charts could be insightful for a number of
use case scenarios around API evolutions.

The survey was responded by ten practitioners (eight men and two women), all of
them software engineers in the private sector and with 3-5 years working on the develop-
ment and maintenance of APIs.

For each chart, we asked the participants two questions: i) what kind of deci-
sions/processes would the charts help to make/perform; and ii) usefulness of the charts.

With respect to the first group of questions, we gave the participants four possible
charts usage options and prompted them to suggest new usage ideas. The initial usages
were: (U1) define work priorities to adjust the client software to the changes introduced
in the API’s latest version; (U2) define concrete actions to reduce the impact of changes
found in client applications; (U3) identify the need to refactor the API to improve its
maintainability; (U4) if the compared APIs satisfy the same functionality, the comparison
could motivate to choose one API over the other because the first one changes less. The
participants agreed with some of the usages listed before but also proposed the following
two usages: (U5) identify the volatility/stability of an API over time; (U6) get an initial
idea about the effort to adapt client applications in response to API changes. The more
breaking changes, the greater the effort to move client software to the new version of the
API. Table 3 shows for each chart the aforementioned usage scenarios selected by the



participants. On this table, an X on a row means that the particular chart is useful in that
usage scenario.

Regarding the second question, the participants evaluated the usefulness of each
chart by using a likert scale, with levels of agreement/disagreement being the dimension
used. All the participants strongly agreed that the classification of changes in breaking
and non-breaking changes (i.e., charts 3 and 4 in Table 3) are of great value for them. Par-
ticipants perceived the usefulness/easiness of charts 6 and 7 in a lower amount compared
to that of the other charts: 50% of the participants agreed, 30% remained neutral and the
rest disagreed on the usability.

CHART U1 U2 U3 U4 U5 U6

(1) Total changes per severity X X X

(2) BR / NON-BR distribution X X X

(3) Single API stability X X X

(4) BR changes proportion X X X X

Table 3. Chart Usage According to Practitioners

6. Threats to validity
Our work is subjected to both (1) internal validity (i.e., related to the inferences we made);
and (2) external validity (i.e., generalization of our findings). Regarding the internal valid-
ity, it is worth mentioning that at the time we obtained the information from APIsGuru, the
only APIs that had several version-pairs and that were specified in the OpenAPI version
(i.e., v2.0), requested by the ADT tool, were those provided by Azure. This is a thread
of validity but it was necessary at the time in order to obtain a set of APIs to analyze.
Additionally, note that the APISGURU was selected because they provide publicly avail-
able APIs actively supported by developers. Also, the repository is continuously updated,
and the API definitions are reviewed to ensure its correctness. The proposed taxonomy
covers API changes presented by both other authors and us but additional changes may
have been missed. As for the external validity, our study is based on a subset of OPENAPI
APIs and therefore our results should not be generalized to any other kinds of APIs.

7. Related work
The topic of API evolution has been largely studied in the literature
[Dig and Johnson 2006, Wu et al. 2016, Xavier et al. 2017, Sawant et al. 2019,
D.Rivières 2019, Henkel and Diwan 2005, Hora et al. 2014, Nguyen et al. 2010,
Zhong et al. 2009, Wu et al. 2014, Bartolomei et al. 2010, Lamothe et al. 2021]. Some
of the earlier works focused on the evolution of software libraries and have served as
inspiration for the taxonomy definition. More recent ones target specifically web-based
APIs. We have identified two categories of works in this context: (i) those focusing
on understanding the API evolution process by classifying API changes; and (ii) those
that study API usages on client software by mining repositories. Our work falls in
the intersection of these categories in the sense that it focuses on API evolution itself
(excluding client applications) but the research method includes mining techniques. In
what follows we compare our approach with the closely related literature.

Web API evolution. Regarding the works studying the API evolution pro-
cess, [Li et al. 2013] establish Web API evolution patterns and how different those are



from the ones found on regular APIs. [Romano and Pinzger 2012] report the differences
found between pairs of API versions represented in the Web Services Description Lan-
guage (WSDL). The authors transform the representations into models and compare them
using EMFCompare [Eclipse Fundation 2019]. [Koçi et al. 2019] present a classification
that shows which REST API elements are prone to change. This classification takes into
account paths, parameters, requests, and changes in authority level. [Wang et al. 2014]
study online discussions about REST API changes by analyzing the StackOverflow ques-
tions. They identify 21 types of changes and claims that 7 of them are new compared
with existing studies. [Polák and Holubová 2015] represent the initial version of a given
API in a model called ReM. Whenever a new change requirement appears, the change
is specified in the ReM model and generates a new version of said model, so that the
users can trace the API evolution in time. The authors also provide model transforma-
tions that generate API source code, in a specified programming language, from a ReM
model version.

In particular, our approach differs from existing related works in three key aspects.
Firstly, we specialize in REST APIs, the most popular ones at the moment. The proposals
of [Koçi et al. 2019] and [Wang et al. 2014] are the only ones that target this kind of
APIs. Nevertheless, their change detection approach is entirely manual and based on the
revision of documentation and API controllers used on client software, thus making their
process technology specific. In contrast, our change identification process is automated
and compares APIs using OPENAPI documents, which allow us to process APIs written
in any programming language while focusing on structural changes. Second, we use a
more extensive taxonomy of changes to detect and classify the API evolution. Third, our
approach compares the APIs using a model-based representation of each API version.
This allows us to further process the changes detected and add metadata to them. In our
review, we found [Romano and Pinzger 2012] to be the only one that uses model-based
comparisons to detect changes. However, they do not perform any additional processing
on the comparison model returned by EMFCOMPARE. In contrast, we have added a step
to the comparison process that enriches the EMFCOMPARE results with complex changes
that go beyond the classical simple changes (i.e., delete, add, modify).

API usages in client software. [Wang et al. 2019] propose a mining engine called Cr-
mac which recommends APIs based on regularity of use taking into account code from
both open-source projects and local projects. [Sawant and Bacchelli 2015] analyze the
use of certain APIs consumed by projects in GitHub. This approach differentiates from
others in that it establishes the connection between the API class and the invocation in
the client application. This allows developers to understand the use of an API with
greater precision. [Lamothe 2020] establishes practical and scalable guidelines/tools
regarding the evolution of APIs based on what is found mining public code reposito-
ries. The insights are delivered to both stakeholders: API developers and consumers.
[Huppe et al. 2017] identify patterns of API usages, by utilizing genetic programming, to
inform non-trivial patterns that allow developers who consume these APIs to understand
their usage more efficiently. [Bae et al. 2014] detect possible misuses of Web APIs on
client applications written in Javascript. [Yasmin et al. 2020] identify depreciated ele-
ments in different versions of REST APIs. The authors mined 1368 APIs from APIsGuru
and determined that there are many problems related to the deprecation of REST APIs.



[Koçi et al. 2021b, Koçi et al. 2021a][Koçi et al. 2020] propose to inform providers about
API usage patterns and usability by regarding the interaction of consumers with APIs re-
ported in logs. Finally, [Di Lauro et al. 2021] study evolution by mining open-source API
versions specified in the OpenAPI standard. Their analyzes focuses on the following three
aspects: overall number of changes, API age, and API growth.

Like most aforementioned approaches, we mine public API datasets. However,
we focus on the API versions themselves by plotting the mining results in graphics, at
aggregated (repository) and isolated level (API). Our approach differentiates from others
in that it classifies changes in a taxonomy that has categories (either breaking or non
breaking) and subcategories (e.g., rename parameter, delete path, etc.). This information
may help developers and consumers to understand API evolution and make decision to
improve maintainability as shown in the validation. The analyses of API usages in client
applications is out of the paper scope.

8. Conclusion and future work
We mined a set of APIs from APISGURU to better understand the common changes when
evolving APIs. We concluded that the category of breaking changes has more types of
changes, thus showing that the adaptation of client applications to API evolution is a
critical step in any migration/evolution process and should be planned as such. Further
validation with practitioners showed that the results and proposed charts are useful to
assist them in their API adaptation process, mainly to help to prioritize the required adap-
tation work. In addition, we concluded for the API Evolution Analysis section that most
of the APIs in the dataset were affected by some change and that most of them were non-
breaking changes. We also observed that the most repeated breaking change was Increase
Number of Parameters with 658 occurrences and the most repeated non-breaking change
was Rename Parameter with 1473 occurrences. Lastly, we verified that the APIs of the
dataset under study follow the behavior of decreasing the number of breaking changes in
each new version that is released. This is a good indicator for the dataset, most API re-
leases tended to decrease their breaking changes, which is an ideal behavior and benefits
those who consume these APIs. However, this behavior is not always the case, therefore,
good practices should be followed when releasing new versions of an API.

Regarding the further work, we would like to develop new methods and tools to
recommend/apply client software adaptations to the frequent API changes found in this
analysis. Another possible step would be to prioritize the adaptations based on breaking
changes severity. We are interested in supporting other API definition formats (e.g., OPE-
NAPI v3.0). Also, we would like to explore the change detection beyond static analysis
of the APIs definition. For example, as depicted in our taxonomy section, a change in
the authentication model may only be detectable at runtime by perusing the API HTTP
responses.
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